
E02-013 Configuration Change Plans for May 1st, 2006

This document outlines the current plans for the energy change to 4-pass
on Monday, May 1st, 2006. Currently, beam is scheduled to be turned off at
0700 on Monday. Once the beam is off, the Hall should be put into Restricted
Access and Ed Folts should be notified so he can begin work immediately.
The hall is to be locked up at 1500. The following is a list of tasks to be
completed.

Work During Restricted Access

1. The neutron detector will be moved by Ed and his crew to 35.1◦ and
9.26 m - the same as for kinematic #1a. This position was already
surveyed. Help from neutron detector experts is needed to monitor
cables and check detectors.

2. No changes to the configuration of BigBite.

3. The new threshold for the neutron detector will be -180mV. The new
threshold for the BigBite calorimeter will be -110mV.

4. Eugene will survey the open side of BigBite and also do any work on
Moller if needed. To allow for the survey, some plastic plates will be
removed and subsequently replaced by Eugene’s team.

5. Todd Averett and Scot Spiegel will re-check the calibration of the ref-
erence cell pressure gauge and check hydrogen bottle.

6. The target group will use this time to do polarimetry and any other tar-
get tests deemed necessary. Every effort should be given to maintaining
high target polarization.

7. At 0900, a photographer will be taking pictures of the experimental
apparatus. Todd will supervise.

8. Sergey will prepare the necessary delay line and check it with Alex.

Beam Restoration

1. MCC has allocated two shifts (Day and Swing) to tune the beam. If
no beam is delivered by 2400 on Monday, they will deliver to Hall B
and begin tuning for Hall A again on Tuesday morning.
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2. For beam checkout, initial conditions are: Target in empty position,
Ibeam = 5µA, raster on at 3.2× 3.2 (MCC units), energy and position
feedback on.

3. Though the Compton polarimeter may be useless for polarimetry at
this kinematic, it may be useful to check beam quailty. Alexandre
Camsonne or Sirish Nanda.

4. First have MCC center the beam on target by establishing the previous
beam positions. (1H03Ax=0.4, 1H03Ay=1.4, 1H03Bx=0.0, 1H03By=0.0).

5. Measure raster size at the target for calibration using SPOT++.

6. Make 15 minute runs with a square raster sizes of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, and 5x5
(mm x mm) (Hall A units) and larger if needed to establish beamline
aperature.

7. Insert 3He cell and repeat raster scan.

8. Put target to reference cell position and beam at reference cell posi-
tion (1H03Ax=-1.3, 1H03Ay=-1.5, 1H03Bx=-1.3, 1H03By=-1.0) and
repeat raster scans.

9. Based on raster scan rates, choose best raster size and operational beam
current and adjust threshold on Neutron Arm.

10. Take NMR measurement and begin production running.

11. After 1-2 days of production running, make a Moller measurement if
Compton can’t produce a result with 3% accuracy.
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